
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 

 

INTRODUCTION AND FAMILY BACKGROUND      

I am grateful to introduce myself as Mrs. Parimita  Dhakal, born on 16th October 1995. I am a permanent resident 

of Surkhet, Nepal. I am an enthusiastic, competent, and farsighted student who is planning to study Master of 

Professional Accounting (Professional Practice) at Charles Darwin University. My family has been very 

supportive and has dedicated themselves to stand by my side and I feel fortunate enough to receive support for 

my decision to study abroad. 

I have family members which include me, my grandfather, father, mother, sister and brother. My father is program 

director of Back to life (German INGO). My mother works as a homemaker and is a house owner. I have my 

younger sister who is currently studying her bachelor’s degree in Nepal. My younger brother also studies in class 

4. As I am married to Mr. Subash Timsina on 30-11-2020, we live together including me, my husband and my 

mother in law. My husband Mr. Subash Timsina works at NIC ASIA Bank Limited. My mother in law works at 

Sarbeshwor  Sahakari Cooperative Organization.   

 

ACADEMIC BACKGROUND 

• 2011  School Leaving Certificate – 81.63% 

• 2013 Higher Secondary Education Board Nepal – 66.70% with major Accounts  

• 2017 Bachelors In Development Finance from Kathmandu University – CGPA 2.83 

• 2020 Master In Business Administration from Lincoln University College- CGPA 3.76 

 

WORK EXPERIENCE  

• NABIL BANK LTD (Joining Date Jan 28,2019- till date ) 

As currently I am working at Nabil Bank Limited I am passionate to gain theoretical and practical 

knowledge about Accounting and the Financial Sector. I aspire to learn more and more about trending and 

new technologies emerging in these industries and seek a further career in this field. I genuinely believe 

that I firmly belong to this field because from an early age, I wanted to become a qualified personal bank 

manager in one of the reputed banks in Nepal, or else I wanted to open my own financial company. 

 

• HR Officer at Apex Group Nepal ( 27 October 2017 – 2nd December 2018) 

 

 

 



Simultaneously, I started preparing for English proficiency test (PTE). The details are as below- [PTE score sheet 

enclosed].  

Test Date Overall score  Listening Reading Writing Speaking 

22 Feb, 2022 63 61 65 67 59 

 

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING NEPAL FOR MY FURTHER STUDIES 

As per my resolution, I set my mind to attain an international degree after accomplishing my higher degree in my 

home country Nepal. For my higher studies, I have always wanted to travel and explore overseas and study in an 

international institution to explore realistic teaching methods. My choice of Australia over Nepal is guided by 

several reasons. After the completion of my Bachelor in Development Finance in 2017, I wanted to study for a 

foreign qualification but also wanted to pursue a banking career in Nepal. Hence, I studied an MBA program at 

Lincoln International College in Nepal which is affiliated with Lincoln University College in Malaysia. Although 

the education standards were the same as studying on the main campus, the Nepal campus lacked international 

industry exposure and international teaching facilities, and I felt I also missed the lifetime opportunity of making 

connections with international students studying the same program. Hence this time, I am applying to study in 

Australia so that I could get international placements and exposure, internationally recognized faculties, and 

develop friendships with professionals around the world who would travel to Australia to study the same course. 

As Australia is the most popular international students' hub, this opportunity can be best excelled in Australia. 

I had been researching different aspects such as the different universities or colleges which are offering the course, 

the name of the course, the entrance exam I have to clear, the duration of the course, etc. I have provided the links 

for these universities for your reference. 

Name of the   University/College Name of the program Duration Fee Structure 

(NPR) 

Tribhuvan University  

(https://tribhuvan-university.edu.np/) 

Master of BusinessAdministration 2 years 4,15,000/- 

Pokhara University 

https://pu.edu.np/academics/faculties/fst/p

rograms/ 

MBA Global Business 2 Years 7,50,000/- 

Purbanchal University  

https://purbanchaluniversity.edu.np/ 

Master of BusinessAdministration 2 years 3,50,000/- 

https://tribhuvan-university.edu.np/
https://pu.edu.np/academics/faculties/fst/programs/
https://pu.edu.np/academics/faculties/fst/programs/
https://purbanchaluniversity.edu.np/


 

It is very obvious that graduates with a degree from Nepal have lower empowerment opportunities and are not 

globally recognized compared to their peers with a degree from countries with an advanced education system 

such as the USA, UK, Australia, etc. In Nepal curriculum is primitive and focuses on a theoretical concept despite 

its practical implications and we are not able to cope with innovations. I decided to pursue my Master of 

Professional Accounting (professional practice) from CDU, Australia as I found no specialty to build up my career 

from the university degrees in Nepal. I did not find any of them satisfied with the institutions they enrolled in. 

Political interference is also hampering the quality of education in Nepal. More importantly, they lack a practical 

education system which is the primary reason for me to try abroad. Education providers in Nepal at the university 

level also lack equipped infrastructures, job opportunities, and professional expertise output to produce graduate 

outcomes with international exposure at the workplace. Thus, I am planning to get another master’s degree from 

Australia with major accounting, which is known as the best destination to study for international students across 

the globe. 

 

REASON FOR NOT CHOOSING USA, CANADA, UK AND OTHER EUROPEAN COUNTRIES FOR 

MY HIGHER STUDIES 

Before deciding to study in Australia, I have also researched other countries which are highly recognized for 

higher studies in my country. I found out that the most popular destinations apart from Australia are USA, the 

UK, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and European nations like Germany, Norway, Finland and Poland through  

https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk, https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/, https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us 

 

• Reason for not choosing USA for my higher studies: I have explored my possibilities in the USA. I 

attended various educational fairs and did some research about few universities in the USA such as: -  

 

UNIVERSITIES PROGRAMS 
TUTION FEES PER 

ANNUM  IN USD 

University of Washington Master of Professional Accountancy 81,378/- 

New York University (NYU)  Master in Professional Accounting 56,140/- 

University of Michigan  Master of Accounting 55,328/ 

 

The USA has the widest choice of Universities and Programs available in the world and it is considered an ideal 

destination for students who want to study Master of Accounting as there are a number of top universities which 

https://www.britishcouncil.in/study-uk
https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/
https://www.usa.gov/study-in-us
https://collegedunia.com/usa/college/1713-new-york-university-new-york-city
https://collegedunia.com/usa/college/921-university-of-michigan-ann-arbor


offer degrees in Accounting and Finance but the cost of education in the U.S.A is very high, and the dollar 

conversion rate is also very high in comparison to NPR (USD 1 = NPR 124/- approx.). Also, most of the premium 

institutions ask for entrance exams like GMAT/GRE besides the IELTS/PTE exam which is very time-consuming 

as it takes around 6 – 7 months of preparation. There were other few factors besides the high cost of living and 

fee structure like security. We have in Nepal seen and heard numerous crime stories that happen in the USA and 

honestly speaking, it leaves a scar on the mind about one's security. I would rather be in a safe country than have 

to look behind my shoulder all the time. So, due to all these reasons, I opted out of the USA for my further studies.   

 

• Reason for not choosing Canada for my higher studies: Few universities which I have researched in 

Canada:-  

 

UNIVERSITY/INSTITUTE PROGRAMS TUTION FEES PER 

ANNUM   

University of Alberta Master of Accounting CAD 25,200/-  

Queen’s University Master of  Finance CAD 71,595 /-  

University of Toronto Master of Accounting and Finance CAD 39,570 /-  

 

During my research for universities in Canada, I found that the universities offer more diploma or certificate 

courses, which are shorter in duration, and I am not looking for any short-term program. I want to complete my 

master’s degree full-fledged course where I get to learn every subject in detail. Furthermore, Canada is a very 

cold country. Sometimes, it gets tough for the students to attend the classes because of heavy snowfall. Personally, 

I do not like winters and hence Canada as a country did not appeal too much to me whereas climatic conditions 

in Australia are largely similar to that in my country.  Apart from that, the currency conversion rate is CAD 1 = 

NPR 99.35/- whereas AUD 1 = NPR 90.8/-. 

 

Reason for not choosing UK for my higher studies: The UK has also carried the value for world-class education 

and has globally ranked universities. I had undergone research for different universities which I have listed 

below:- 

 

 

 



UNIVERSITIES PROGRAMS TUITION FEE PER 

ANNUM 

London School of Economics MSc Accounting and Finance. GBP- 29,760/- 

City University of London MSc in International Accounting and Finance GBP- 29,500/- 

Lancaster University MSc Accounting and Financial Management GBP- 23,000/- 

  

During my research for universities in the UK, I found that the living expenditure and transportation are also very 

high as one of my colleagues who is studying in the UK told me that the government generally doesn't subsidies 

the cost of travel in the UK and for this reason transport is expensive in the UK. Within London, a journey costs 

a flat rate of £1.50 per hour. However, the price of taking a train in the UK is 5 times more expensive than in any 

other nation. Furthermore, the UK is the topmost destination for higher studies but again due to many reasons I 

have not opted to study in the UK out of which the major reason is frequent amendments in immigration policies 

and rules of the UK which makes the system very unstable, and it causes difficulties for international students. 

Another reason is the very cold and harsh climate which will make it difficult for me to survive there.  UK 

currency rate is very higher which will surely make the living expenses and tuition fees in the UK more expensive 

as GBP 1 = NPR 156.42/- 

 

Reason for not choosing European Countries for my higher studies: The European countries like Sweden, 

Norway, Italy, and Germany are good countries which offer quality education with an affordable fee structure but 

the main problem to study in these countries is the language barrier. At least 1 year is the minimum need to grasp 

basics of the language which makes difficult to converse during my stay in Europe. 

 

Considering these factors, I have chosen Australia to continue my higher education as I prefer to learn in 

multicultural environment that is found in Australia since the students come from more than hundred countries 

around the world. This means there is good system of education and effective learning environment. 

 

REASON FOR CHOOSING AUSTRALIA FOR MY STUDY DESTINATION 

After thorough research on overseas countries and consulting with my friends and my cousins who lives in 

Australia, and who have already experienced the education system of Australia, I came to a decision that Australia 

is a country that will fulfill all my needs related to my education and future career plan. 



1. The Australian education system is very logical and emphasizes practicality so that students can develop 

their intellect. Courses that are being offered by Australian Universities are of a wide variety. These 

courses are arranged according to the requirements of the market. These courses make the student job 

ready by providing those skills and knowledge which is required by the employers of various 

Multinational Companies. 

2. The language that is being used in the Australian education system is English and I have a good 

understanding of this language. I will not face any difficulty while understanding my Lecturers and 

Professors. 

3. The climatic conditions of Australia are very much similar to Nepal so I will not face any difficulties while 

I will be in Australia. 

4. Teaching methodology of Australia is of high quality as a variety of teaching methods are used like: 

Teacher-directed learning Group projects Student research and presentations etc. 

5. Scholarships are provided to the students which can help them to achieve their goals in life. Each year the 

Australian Government provides approx. $200 million dollars in scholarships for international students. 

6. Post-study work visa of 3 years is also a great advantage for the international students as they can get work 

experience in their field at the international level and can use it wherever they start their job in the future. 

7. Also, Australia provides the part-time work benefit of 40 hours per fortnight which is a great opportunity 

provided by the Australian government to all international students to cover their expenses while residing 

in Australia. 

8. To maintain the quality of education in Australia, the Australian Qualification Framework was established 

in 1995, since that year, this body ensures the standard of the teaching system that serves the needs of 

students. If a student is studying in College and University that is affiliated with AQF (Australian 

Qualification Framework) this means that the institute is genuine. The education system of Australia is 

accredited and trustworthy. 

9. Education system of Australia has won many awards and recognition, because of which many 

international students get inclined toward Australian Universities. Moreover, All the education providing 

institutions in Australia are registered with the CRICOS (Commonwealth Register of Institutions & 

Courses for Overseas Students) & ESOS-Act (Education Services for Overseas Students) as well as the 

TPS (Tuition Protection Services) code governed by the Australian Department of Education & Training, 

so there is no second doubt raised on the authenticity of the education provider. The Tuition Protection 

Service (TPS) ensures the safety of students’ tuition fees. The degrees, and qualifications that are awarded 

to students are accredited, acclaimed, and valued across the globe, this is the reason why in the current 

market, Australia has consistently gained an edge over other countries. Apart from study, Australia is a 

country worth visiting:  



• There are various tourist attraction places such as beaches, nature parks, art galleries, museums 

which make Australia more vibrant and livelier place.  

• Low crime rate and climate conditions similar to Nepal weather make me feasible to live 

healthy in this country.  

• The Overseas Health Cover is mandatory to apply in any institute of Australia which is very 

helpful for international students; unlike other country such as Canada. Because of these above 

said reasons I am choosing Australia for my higher education. 

Above mentioned advantage allowed me to opted Australia for my higher education. The international exposure 

that I would receive by studying in Australia would help me to stand out in the crowd. 

 

ABOUT MY CHOSEN CITY IN AUSTRALIA – DARWIN 

The various reasons for choosing Darwin campus are as follow-: - 

• The city of Darwin, being small has its advantages’ which is the most safest and peaceful place. 

• The city does not visit winter; it’s warm all year and with a relaxed, small town feel. 

• The city of Darwin welcomes international students as part of Darwin's global talent hub. 

• It has always attracted people from many cultures and there are now over 2,000 international students 

studying there. 

• Darwin is a city full of wonderful opportunities for students to learn and gain valuable skills that are vital 

for a successful career. 

• It has excellent job prospects and a multicultural community of students who are supported through 

student services programs.  

• Darwin being ranked top 100 university in Australia for Asia's most innovative universities. 

• The courses at Darwin allow students to both study skills for the degree and complement them with more 

general skills related to personal interests. 

 

MY LIVING ARRANGEMENTS IN AUSTRALIA 

One of my friend was a former student of Charles Darwin University and one of my cousins lives in Sydney.  

Since they are familiar with Australian culture and tradition and with the multicultural environment I will get 

guidance and support from them in the living arrangement. Eventually, I will look for the Nepalese community 

who already assisted Nepalese students by searching for accommodation and other guidance in the past. I already 

started looking for accommodation via the Nepalese community in Darwin, as it will be easy for us when we 



travel to Australia. Also, I can search the accommodation near Charles Darwin University on websites like 

https://www.realestate.com.au/rent/ , https://flatmates.com.au/ , http://gumtree.com.au , and www.stayz.com . 

The cost of the accommodation in Darwin can vary in price depending on the suburb but is likely to cost between 

$168 and $450AUD per week which is much cheaper compared to other cities like Sydney, Brisbane, and 

Melbourne. During my stay at Darwin, I am sure I will enjoy the vibrant and peaceful nature of Darwin.  

REASON FOR CHOOSING CHARLES DARWIN UNIVERSITY AS MY EDUCATION PROVIDER 

I have chosen Charles Darwin University (CDU) through thoughtful consideration as it is one of the most 

renowned universities in the world. CDU is a top 100 university in the Asia Pacific; CDU was ranked 34th in the 

top 200 universities under 50 years of age in the world and ranked in the top 2% of universities in the world by 

Times Higher Education 2017. CDU was ranked in the top 301-350 universities in the world by Times Higher 

Education World University Ranking 2018.CDU ranked 91st in the Times Higher Education Asia Pacific 

University Ranking 2019.  CDU has an excellent academic background with highly qualified professors. It holds 

students of multi-cultural backgrounds and religions, which will be very fruitful to share information and get to 

know about others' cultures. Unlike others, it is located in a very peaceful place with a safe environment for 

students to focus on studying and far away from city life. It has smaller class sizes which are the best part of 

teaching as it is giving more priority to the quality of education with affordable tuition fees. Also, it is 

recommended by my friend who was a former student of CDU. It is providing varieties of scholarships to 

international students like Vice-Chancellor’s International High Achievers Scholarships and CDU Global merit 

scholarship 2022-2023, 2022 CDU International college pathway scholarship, etc. where CDU recently just came 

up with the decision to offer a 30% scholarship to the all  international students for the course duration. 

 

There are five campuses and five centers of CDU namely, Casuarina Campus, Alice Springs Campus, Katherine 

Campus, Palmerston Campus, Sydney Campus, CDU Darwin Waterfront Centre, Melbourne Centre, Perth 

Centre, Brisbane Centre, Jabiru Centre, and Katherine Centre. My course Master of Professional Accounting 

(Professional Practice) is offered at CDU Darwin Waterfront Centre. 

 

I am looking forward to pursuing my postgraduate degree in Master of Professional Accounting (Professional 

Practice) at Charles Darwin University (CDU) at Waterfront Darwin. Master of Professional Accounting 

(Professional Practice) at CDU is a 2 years full-time program. I chose the MPA (Professional Practice) program 

because of my great interest and dream to develop my career and live a professional life in the world of business, 

industries, and administration. Nowadays the rapidly growing business world has been expanding the scope of 

business, account, administration, and management as well. Thus, to make myself fit for this ever-growing and 

competitive platform, I want to study this course. It will provide training in the technical aspects of the preparation 

https://www.realestate.com.au/rent/
https://flatmates.com.au/
http://gumtree.com.au/
http://www.stayz.com/


of accounting data, developing skills in the application of accounting information to solving problems and making 

decisions, and developing knowledge and skills in related professional disciplines. 

 

I have compared CDU with other providers such as: 

UNIVERSITIES PROGRAMS 

TUTION FEES PER 

ANNUM  IN AUD 

 

University of Technology Sydney Master of Professional Accounting 42,770/- 

University of South Australia Master of Professional Accounting 40,300/- 

University of Tasmania Master of Professional Accounting Services 41,700/- 

University of Western Australia Master of Professional Accounting 42,300/- 

University of Adelaide Master of Professional Accounting 44,000/- 

Charles Darwin University Master of Professional Accounting 

(Professional Practice) 

32,760/- 

After making a comparison, I came to know that Charles Darwin University is providing the similar course at 

much reasonable fee, whereas other universities ask for much higher tuition fee. At CDU I am getting 30% CDU 

Global merit scholarship 2022-2023. Therefore my total course duration fees become AUD 45,864/- from AUD 

65,520/- which is a big saving for me and my family. 

 

ABOUT MY CHOSEN PROGRAM - MASTER IN PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING (PROFESSIONAL 

PRACTICE) 

A number of reasons are there for me to choose to account as my ultimate career. Firstly, Finance/accounting was 

a major part of the course structure of my four years of Bachelor's Degree which has provided me with greater 

knowledge in the field of finance and accounts where I have studied different subjects related to finance and 

accounting such as financial accounting, financial management, international finance, taxation & applied 

accounting and investment & financial instruments. I also have real-time experience in the accounting field as I 

have been working as an assistant at Nabil Bank. My academic and work experience in this field made me realize 

that accounting, being a basic tool of every business, determines the performance of the business and its bottom 

lines. It is considered as only one degree which opens the door to many opportunities, be it a Partner in an 

accounting firm, a job at a private or government organization, or even become an entrepreneur. 

https://collegedunia.com/australia/college/615-university-of-western-australia-perth
https://collegedunia.com/australia/college/590-university-of-adelaide-adelaide


I am applying for a Professional Accounting (Professional Practice) Major and applying for this major because it 

is relevant to my previous qualification of MBA. During my MBA course, I started working in Nabil Bank Ltd. 

as an Operation Assistant. Since I only had 1 Accounting subject in my MBA, I realized while working at a Bank 

that I had a minimal knowledge of Accounting which I required on a day-to-day basis at my work. Hence, having 

an Accounting Degree would be highly beneficial to my banking career. 

 

Furthermore, along with the emergence of varied scales of enterprises, the scope of accounting and financing 

seems to be increasing more than ever. Accountancy is undeniably the bedrock of any successful business. For 

every corporation, what probes the potential investors in the first place is the performance of the business which 

is widely measured by the financial indicators. A thin line that distinguishes professional accountancy from other 

management courses in the development of professionalism remains unadorned on the side of other courses. To 

be specific, professional accounting is a comprehensive course devised to render pragmatic and technical powers 

in contemplation of financial decision making. The subject outline broadens the educational horizon of students 

with an additional course of the principal of accounting, economics, business law, and so on. 

Besides, the majority of the people still have the habit of holding money rather than investing. Earning a degree 

in professional accounting will entail a degree of insight regarding the in-vogue practices in the contextual market 

where accountants endeavor. With this framework, I will be able to encourage more people to invest in local areas 

thereby promoting the economy of the nation as a whole. I am confident that MPA will lead me towards fulfilling 

my dreams and make my future prosperous and bright. 

The Master of Professional Accounting (Professional Practice) program has 15 core subjects and students must 

complete 160 credit points taken at the postgraduate level at Charles Darwin University. The core subjects are 

Accounting Principles, Management Accounting, Corporate Accounting, Auditing, Accounting Theory, 

Accounting Information Systems, Business Economics, Aspects of Corporate Finance, Australian Tax Law, 

Corporate Law, Commercial Law, Business Statistics, and Professional Practice Experience Options. Professional 

Practice experience consists of real-life exposure to the workplace either in public or private under the supervision 

of a qualified mentor or supervisor. The course includes contemporary knowledge and skills required for 

professional practice as a public or chartered accountant. It will develop technical and conceptual skills required 

to become a competent accountant and will develop abilities to analyze, criticize and synthesize various 

accounting and related principles, methods, and techniques. The course is fully accredited and meets the 

membership requirements of the three accounting bodies in Australia- CPA Australia and the Chartered 

Accountants in Australia and New Zealand (CAANZ) together with the Institute of Public Accountants (IPA). 

 



FUTURE GROWTH AND CAREER PLAN 

After completing my master's degree, I would like to use the Post Study Work (PSW) facility provided by the 

Australian Government for international students to gain necessary work experience in their respective fields so 

that the student would return home not only with a recognized degree but also with the industrial skills on the 

demand with the current markets. Not only that, this facility helps the students to gain other skills like 

communication skills and interpersonal skills while working with diverse people around the globe. These skills 

collectively are very important in leading a team in any organization while I return to my country. So, I would 

like to take this opportunity and would like to work as an Accountant in one of the leading organizations. During 

PSW I will try to find job in Australian companies which includes the following:-  

• PWC- https://www.pwc.in/careers.html 

• KPMG- https://home.kpmg/in/en/home/careers.html 

• EY- https://careers.ey.com/ 

• Findex- https://www.findex.com.au/careers 

• BDO- https://www.bdo.in/en-gb/careers 

• William Buck- https://williambuck.com/nz/careers/ 

I will target these job through various job portals like  www.jobserve.com , www.spotjobs.com , 

www.alljobs.com.au , www.careerjet.com , www.careerone.com.au  with a pay scale of AUD 30,000/- to 40,000/- 

per annum. 

After my master's and PSW period, I will return to Nepal as international business and companies are expanding 

highly in Nepal, in undertaking this study area I will acquire advanced technical knowledge in such areas as 

financial statement analysis, management accounting, and control, and financial forensics and business 

intelligence. I will exercise my skills in critical thinking, reflection, analysis, and judgment to solve real-world 

problems in complex accounting and global business contexts. Working individually and in a group, I will become 

experienced in professionally and effectively communicating accounting and legal knowledge to provide advice 

to diverse audiences.  

Once I will be back Nepal, I will be seeking a job in different companies and expect good packages after 

completion of a master’s degree. I intend to apply for the potential employment profiles of an: - 

• Credit Analyst  

• Auditor 

• Financial Analyst 

• Investment Analyst/Consultant 

https://www.pwc.in/careers.html
https://home.kpmg/in/en/home/careers.html
https://careers.ey.com/
https://www.findex.com.au/careers
https://www.bdo.in/en-gb/careers
https://williambuck.com/nz/careers/
http://www.jobserve.com/
http://www.spotjobs.com/
http://www.alljobs.com.au/
http://www.careerjet.com/
http://www.careerone.com.au/


• Business Analyst/Consultant  

• Taxation Consultant   

• Legal financial adviser etc. 

I can work any of above job profile in a different organization are as following: - 

COMMERCIAL BANK: - 

• Nabil Bank - https://www.nabilbank.com/index.php/career 

• NIC Asia Bank - https://www.nicasiabank.com/current-vacancies 

• Global IME Bank - https://globalimebank.com/career.html 

INSURANCE COMPANIES: - 

• MetLife-American Life Insurance Company Limited  - https://jobs.metlife.com/search/ 

• Asian Life Insurance Company Limited -  https://www.asianlife.com.np/ 

• Surya Life Insurance Company Limited- https://www.suryalife.com/ 

 

AIRLINES 

• Everest Air -  http://www.everestblowers.com/career.html 

• Fly Yeti - https://www.yetiairlines.com/vacancy 

• Nepal Airlines - https://nepalairlines.com.np/home/careers 

FMCG SECTOR 

• Nestle - https://www.nestle.com/jobs 

• Hindustan Unilever limited - https://www.unilever.com/careers/experienced-hires/ 

• Chaudhary Group https://vacancy.chaudharygroup.com/ 

PRIVATE COMPANIES 

• Bhat-Bhateni Group - https://www.jobsnepal.com/employer/bhatbhateni-super-market/5785  

• Golchha Organisation - https://golchhagroup.com.np/career/  

• Golyan Group - https://golyangroup.com/careers/  

• ICTC Group - https://www.jobejee.com/employer/ICTC-Group-/1551  

As the international degree is highly recognized and highly remunerated in my country than a national degree, 

the only desire I have after completion of my course is to return to my native land with more qualified experience, 

https://www.nabilbank.com/index.php/career
https://www.nicasiabank.com/current-vacancies
https://globalimebank.com/career.html
https://jobs.metlife.com/search/
https://www.asianlife.com.np/
https://www.suryalife.com/
http://www.everestblowers.com/career.html
https://www.yetiairlines.com/vacancy
https://nepalairlines.com.np/home/careers
https://www.nestle.com/jobs
https://www.unilever.com/careers/experienced-hires/
https://vacancy.chaudharygroup.com/
https://www.jobsnepal.com/employer/bhatbhateni-super-market/5785
https://golchhagroup.com.np/career/
https://golyangroup.com/careers/
https://www.jobejee.com/employer/ICTC-Group-/1551


knowledge, and confidence. While researching the current job prospects in Nepal in my related field, I have found 

many job vacancies with the salary ranging from NPR 90,000 to NPR 200,000 depending on the experience and 

degree. 

I have a strong desire to implement the knowledge, skills, and abilities to uplift the financial and accounting 

environment of Nepal by providing accounting, financial, and counseling services as an entrepreneur. I can fulfill 

my desire only if I can get an international degree from Australia which is highly valued in my country. With my 

degree and international work experience, I will be paid three times more than the salary I currently earn today. 

So, it is worth studying in Australia. 

RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

For example: let’s just say that I return to Nepal in 2027 or 2028 after completing my degree and after using my 

PSW period. I have gained more than four and a half years’ work experience in Nepal and I will end up gaining 

three years’ work experience in Australia. My return to Nepal will be with a collective total of eight years of work 

experience which in the accounting industry is considered very well. This will allow me to apply to top companies 

operating in Nepal. For the positions that I am aiming at the current salary is pegged at NPR 600,000/- above per 

annum.  

So, if I start my career in Nepal with NPR 600,000/- per annum, I would by simple calculation of taking an 

average of 10% hike in salary every year reach up to the level of NPR 10 Lakhs per annum approximately in 6 

Years. So, if you were to calculate per year salary then in 6 years I end up earning a total of NPR 6,000,000/- 

approximately which fairly good as a return my family is making on my education. 

 

MOTIVE TO RETURN BACK TO MY HOME COUNTRY NEPAL 

 

Well, the basic reason for me to go to Australia is my education and once I complete my degree, I plan to use the 

3 years of Post Study Work Rights that the Australian government is so graciously giving to the students. I view 

this opportunity as a golden period to gain international work experience as this will sum up as another highlight 

on my resume. Now, if I return with three years’ work experience in the accounting field, I can only imagine how 

easy it would be for me to get myself into a reputed organization here in Nepal. So, for me, it is very important 

that I return home as quickly as I can so that I can start building my career in my home country. 

Moreover, apart from my career opportunities, Nepal is my motherland; I am very much concerned and connected 

with my parents. I share a very close bond and relationship with them and their enormous support and high level 

of motivation have been the major factor in my life. They have always been there for me through thick or thin 

and play a major role in my life to be a motivated and career-oriented person who drives me towards better work, 

dedication, and interest in fulfilling all projects I undertake. Being the eldest daughter child, I have immense 



responsibility towards my family and want to ensure that they are provided with all the luxury, security, and care 

in their later phase of life. I also have a responsibility towards my younger siblings. 

 

I have my mother-in-law who is growing old with the passing of days. Being the sincere child of my family, my 

husband and I are her supporters and inheritors. After my father-in-law, my mother-in-law took care of all, and 

now it’s our time to give her all the happiness which she deserves. She will need to be taken care of in her old 

age. So, to do this, I cannot be living away from them where it will take me days to reach them. I am also 

emotionally attached to the cultures and festivals of Nepal and never skipped one in my life. I will not be able to 

live away from my family for a long period. As far as a job is concerned, I am pretty sure that I will definitely get 

a good job position in a recognized organization when I return to my home country. So, in the end, I wish to 

declare that my stay in Australia is for a temporary purpose and I do not plan to stay there for long as getting a 

master's degree in accounting is only my objective for visiting Australia. After course completion, I will come 

back to my home country as I have my family in Nepal who is investing a huge amount in me, and in the future, 

I want to share my success with them. Being the eldest daughter and only daughter-in-law I am very aware of my 

responsibilities toward my family, and I believe that person is nothing without her family.  

HOW WILL I GET JOBS IN REPUTED COMPANIES UPON MY RETURN TO MY HOME 

COUNTRY? 

To get a good position in a reputed organization, I can avail the services of human resource consultants that are 

widely available. For a fraction of the service charge, these consultants float the resume across the top companies 

and fix interview appointments. Here below, please find a list of a few Human Resource Consultants:-  

1. Alamal Overseas Pvt.Ltdhttps://alamaloverseas.com/ 

• Phone – +977 014360015, +977 014366061 

• Email -  info@alamaloverseas.com 

 

2. Landmark HR Consultants https://manpowersupplyfromnepal.com/about-us/ 

• Phone - 977-01-4390092 - +977-01-4390093 

• Email info@manpowersupplyfromnepal.com 

 

3. Lucky HR Solutions  https://www.luckyhrsolution.com/ 

• Phone  - +977-5520562, 5550634, 

• Email - info@luckyhrsolution.com 

https://alamaloverseas.com/
mailto:info@alamaloverseas.com
https://manpowersupplyfromnepal.com/about-us/
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Apart from HR services, we also have some famous job hunting websites which include the following:-   

1. Mero Job- https://merojob.com/ 

2. Ramro Job- https://www.ramrojob.com/ 

3. Kantipur Job- https://kantipurjob.com/ 

4. Jobs Nepal- https://www.jobsnepal.com/ 

I also have the option to apply for jobs within my industry by applying directly to companies that I have already 

mentioned above.  

FUNDING ARRANGEMENT FOR MY HIGHER STUDIES IN AUSTRALIA 

As far as my academics are concerned my parents are sponsoring me for my higher studies in Australia.  

Sponsor Annual Income 

Mr.Hari Dhakal 

(Father) 

NPR 25,60,200/- (Income from Salary) 

Mrs. Chadani Dhakal 

(Mother) 

NPR 360,000/- (Income from House Rent) 

Mrs.Sakshi Devi Timsina 

(Mother-in-Law) 

NPR 4,20,000/- (Income from Salary) 

Total Annual Income NPR 33,40,200/- (approx..) 

*AUD 37,113.33 @ 1AUD =90 NPR 

Furthermore, my families have some assets in the form of movable and immovable assets of worth NPR 1, 

4,520,000/- and 15,860,000/- (approx. AUD 3, 37,555/- @1AUD=90 NPR) which includes:  

▪ Land of worth NPR 303,80,000/- (including from my parents and In- Laws) 

▪ Deposit in Bank of worth NPR 9,267,080.25 /- Approx. AUD 105,188.20/-  

The above-provided information regarding family assets and income is also verified by a Chartered Accountant 

(the equivalent of a CPA in Australia). I have attached the net worth certificate issued by a Chartered Accountant 

for your information. Financially I have no issues and I believe there is no point in struggling and building a life 

in a new country when one has a sound and strong platform to make the best use of it in the home country. I only 

https://merojob.com/
https://www.ramrojob.com/
https://kantipurjob.com/
https://www.jobsnepal.com/


want to go to Australia for my education and after that, I will return to my home country and start my professional 

career in the Finance and Accountancy field as soon as possible. 

DEPENDANT DETAILS 

I have been married to my husband, Mr. Subash Timsina since 30th November 2020. He is a BBA graduate and 

is also working as an Assistant in NIC ASIA Bank from 2019. I am planning to travel to Australia along with my 

husband as my moral and physical support. Since I will be busy studying, my husband can help me keep up with 

our household chores. Since we are relatively young couples; I want to explore Australia along with my husband 

during the next few years of our studies/stay in Australia. 

 

VISA OBLIGATIONS UNDER SUBCLASS 500 

I am well aware of the visa conditions under subclass 500 and other set of rules and regulations set by Australian 

government. As an international student I will have to: 

➢ Maintain the academic progress and the attendance record of 80%. 

➢ I need to maintain 50% pass grade in each term 

➢ Maintain health insurance (OSHC) throughout my study period in Australia. 

➢ Notify the education provider/DIPB within 7 days if I change my address or contact details.  

➢ Must enroll in a registered course. 

➢ Not allowed to more than 20 hours per week. 

I have required a level of qualification, English language ability, and financial ability to complete the course of 

study within the scheduled period. I pledge to you that I will comply with all the rules and regulations and respect 

Australian values. I declare that all the information I have provided is true and my own. I am aware of the 

consequences of providing any misleading information. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Finally, I declare that I will value Australian ethics and abide by rules and regulations as an international student 

and abide by all the conditions imposed on a student visa holder. My purpose to visit Australia is to get the best 

education available which will help me later get a good job in my home country. 

 

I am an ambitious person and want to achieve the maximum in life so that I can become a successful person. I 

want to have a good status and position in society and all these things are possible if I get this chance to pursue 

my further studies in Australia. I would consider myself lucky if I am given an opportunity to pursue my further 

education in a peaceful and safe country like Australia. I am confident that education from Australia will provide 

invaluable experiences and an excellent opportunity to achieve my career goals. 

 



Thank you for allowing me to express myself. 

 

Regards, 

 

Parimita  Dhakal 

Passport Number: PA0033795 

Contact No.: +977-9843257138 

E-mail: dhakalparimita@gmail.com 
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